BACKGROUND: Although prostate cancer (PCa) is hypothesized to differ in nature between younger versus older patients, the underlying molecular distinctions are poorly understood. We hypothesized that high-throughput transcriptomic analysis would elucidate biological differences in PCas arising in younger versus older men, and would nominate potential age-specific biomarkers and therapeutic targets. METHODS: The high-density Affymetrix GeneChip platform, encompassing 41 million genomic loci, was utilized to assess gene expression in 1090 radical prostatectomy samples from patients with long-term follow-up. We identified genes associated with metastatic progression by 10 years post-treatment in younger (ageo65) versus older (age ⩾ 65) patients, and ranked these genes by their prognostic value. We performed Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) to nominate biological concepts that demonstrated agespecific effects, and validated a target by treating with a clinically available drug in three PCa cell lines derived from younger men. RESULTS: Over 80% of the top 1000 prognostic genes in younger and older men were specific to that age group. GSEA nominated the proteasome pathway as the most differentially prognostic in younger versus older patients. High expression of proteasomal genes conferred worse prognosis in younger but not older men on univariate and multivariate analysis. Bortezomib, a Food and Drug Administration approved proteasome inhibitor, decreased proliferation in three PCa cell lines derived from younger patients. CONCLUSIONS: Our data show significant global differences in prognostic genes between older versus younger men. We nominate proteasomeal gene expression as an age-specific biomarker and potential therapeutic target specifically in younger men. Limitations of our study include clinical differences between cohorts, and increased comorbidities and lower survival in older patients. These intriguing findings suggest that current models of PCa biology do not adequately represent genetic heterogeneity of PCa related to age, and future clinical trials would benefit from stratification based on age.
INTRODUCTION
Close to 1 million men worldwide are diagnosed each year with prostate cancer (PCa). 1 The preponderance of men are diagnosed later in life, with a median age at diagnosis of 66 years in the United States. 2 Although PCa mainly afflicts men in their seventh decade of life and beyond, there are still a significant number of men who are diagnosed at a younger age. 3 Historically, it has been postulated that younger men who are diagnosed with PCa harbor biologically more aggressive disease than their older counterparts, resulting in poorer long-term prognosis for men diagnosed at a young age. 4, 5 However, clinical findings to support this notion have to date been mixed. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Independent of the prognosis of early versus late-life onset PCa, it is possible that the biological pathways that drive this disease differ by age. However, to date, there have been no studies examining the similarities and differences in the prognostic drivers of PCa in different age groups. Identifying these potential age-related biomarkers could improve tailoring of treatment by patient age.
In this study, we sought to define the landscape of gene expression in localized PCas from patients diagnosed at a younger versus older age in the largest high-throughput gene expression profiling experiment in PCa to date. We identified genes prognostic for metastatic progression in younger patients versus older patients, and nominate biological pathways enriched in these prognostic gene sets. To further pursue the top nominated targetable pathway, we investigated the potential of the proteasome pathway as an age-specific biomarker and therapeutic target in PCas from younger patients.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design and tissue samples
Cleveland Clinic (CC) and Thomas Jefferson University (TJU) under informed consent protocols approved by local Institutional Review Boards. The MCI cohort consisted of a nested case-control study with 545 men in matched triples of metastatic progression, biochemical recurrence after radical prostatectomy (RP), and patients with no evidence of disease. 15 The MCII cohort consisted of a case-cohort study that sampled a cohort of 1010 high-risk men that underwent RP to generate a final cohort of 232 samples as described previously. 16 The TJU cohort is comprised of 143 patients with pT3 or margin-positive disease who underwent RP and post-RP radiotherapy of whom 130 microarray samples were available. 17 Patients from the CC cohort were obtained from a case-control study in which 2317 conservatively treated high-risk RP patients who did not receive adjuvant therapy were sampled to achieve a 3:1 ratio for nonmetastatic versus metastatic progression, for a total of 183 samples. 18 RNA extraction and microarray hybridization were performed using clinicalgrade techniques in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendmentscertified laboratory facility (GenomeDx Biosciences, San Diego, CA, USA). The normalization and summarization of the microarray samples were done with the Single Channel Array Normalization algorithm with quality control performed as described previously. [16] [17] [18] [19] Gene expression for each gene was calculated using the Affymetrix Core level summaries for annotated genes. Microarray data are available on the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus as accession numbers GSE46691 (MCI), GSE62116 (MCII) and GSE62667 (CC).
Age and prognosis
To evaluate whether age was associated with metastasic progression after RP, patients were stratified by age into those o65 and ⩾ 65 at the time of RP, which roughly divided the number of patients evenly (median age was 64 years), and is approximately the median age of PCa diagnosis in the United States (66 years). Patient age was assessed as a predictor of metastatic progression within 10 years of RP in a pooled analysis using a random effects model (REM) with inverse variance for weighting using the R 'meta' package.
Nomination of metastasis-associated genes in age groups
To nominate genes associated with metastasis after RP, the differential expression of primary tumor tissue from cases that developed metastasis within 10 years of RP was compared with controls that did not using the R package 'MetaDE' with a REM. 20 Genes were ranked by P-value and the top 1000 genes prognostic for metastases were selected from each age cohort. This was used instead of a P-value cutoff as the younger age group was slightly larger and thus had increased statistical power. Heat maps of the genes associated with metastasis were generated and clustered using hierarchical clustering. Gene expression as a continuous variable was correlated with age at RP using a pooled REM of Spearman's correlation using the R 'meta' package.
Gene set enrichment analysis
Identification of biological concepts enriched in genes associated with metastasis in younger and older men was performed using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA). The C2: curated gene sets, C5: GO gene sets and C6: oncogenic signature gene sets were used. The REM T-statistic for genes was scaled to be between − 1 and 1 to account for the differences in statistical power, and the difference in the scaled T-statistic between younger and older men was calculated (the delta-T). This value was input to GSEA as a ranked list of all genes.
Univariate and multivariate analyses
Genes with a delta-To − 0.5 in the most negatively enriched gene set were selected for further analysis. The expression of each gene was split into 'high' and 'low' based on Partition Around Medoids clustering. 21, 22 The performance of a gene was evaluated using a REM comparing the 10-year metastasis rate in high versus low expression also using the R 'meta' package. Pooled multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed, with age analyzed per year, Gleason and PSA stratified into high/low (Gleason 8-10/ ⩽ 7, PSA48/ ⩽ 8), and stratification by cohort as described previously 18 to account for baseline differences, both measured and unmeasured, between cohorts. Kaplan-Meier curves were generated and a P-value was calculated using the Log-rank test. All statistical tests were performed using R and SAS v9.3 (Cary, NC, USA).
Drug sensitivity
Experiments with the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib were carried out on three cell lines, LNCaP, VCAP and PC3. Cell lines were purchased from ATCC and tested for mycoplasma contamination. Cells were seeded at a density of 5000 cells per well plated in 96-well culture plates and treated with concentrations from 10 pM to 10 nM. WST-1 assays (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) were performed after 72 h and readings were recorded at 440 nm as previously described. 21, 23, 24 GraphPad Prism software (La Jolla, CA, USA) was used to generate non-linear regression curves and calculate IC50 values. Table 1 displays the overall demographics of each cohort. All cohorts had long-term clinical follow-up ranging from a mean of 80 to 160 months post-surgery. The mean follow-up for patients that did not have a metastatic event was 185 months for MCI, 83 months for MCII, 112 months for CC and 104 months for TJU. The cohorts were also as a whole higher risk than the general population, with significant proportions in all cohorts of Gleason 8-10, pre-operative PSA420 or T3+ disease. An age cutoff of 65 years was used as it was close to the median age of the cohorts (64 years). Supplementary Table 1 shows the age cohort stratified demographics, and demonstrates that there were some significant differences within cohorts.
RESULTS
Demographics
Age is not associated with prognosis Age 465 versus ⩽ 65 was not significantly associated with the 10-year metastasis rate, though we do see a trend toward worse prognosis with older age in all cohorts ( Figure 1a ). When we assess each cohort individually and compare the mean age at RP for the patients who did and did not develop metastasis within 10 years, they are similar in every cohort (Figure 1b-e).
Prognostic genes are different in older versus younger men Although age itself was not prognostic in our cohorts, we hypothesized that biological signatures would differ between younger versus older men, and that the genes that are prognostic in younger men would differ from those in older men. We looked at the top 1000 prognostic genes in patients age o65 and ⩾ 65, and found that only 178 were shared, and the vast majority (822) were unique to each age group (Figure 2a) . The 178 genes that were prognostic in older and younger men included wellknown PCa biomarkers such as TOP2A and MKI67. 25, 26 Hierarchical clustering of the 1000 genes prognostic in those age o 65 and the 1000 genes prognostic in those age ⩾ 65 show that they are able to differentiate patients who will go on to develop metastatic disease, and those who will not, in their respective age groups. These results demonstrate a clear difference in the genes, which are associated with aggressive disease in younger versus older men. Interestingly, we found that the difference in prognostic ability was not owing to differential expression of the genes by age. The most positively correlated gene only had a correlation coefficient of 0.12, and the most negatively correlated gene had a correlation coefficient of − 0.13, indicating a weak correlation of gene expression and age (Figure 2b ).
Age-specific predictors of metastasis We then sought to characterize the biological differences leading to metastasis in younger versus older men. All genes on the microarray were ranked based on the difference between how prognostic they were in younger versus older men. A positive delta-T signified that higher expression of a gene confers worse prognosis in older men and/or better prognosis in younger men. A negative delta-T signifies the opposite, that higher expression Age-specific prostate cancer biomarkers SG Zhao et al confers better prognosis in older men and/or worse prognosis in younger men. GSEA was then run on this ranked list, and the top 10 out of 45000 gene sets are shown in Figure 3 . Four out of the top five most negatively enriched gene sets (gene sets preferentially associated with worse prognosis in younger men compared with older men) consisted of genes associated with proteasomes/protein degradation (Figures 3a and c) . Another group of gene sets associated with translation initiation was also prominently enriched, with an extracellular matrix pathway finishing out the top 10. Other notably negatively enriched gene sets were the vascular endothelial growth factor pathway and MTOR pathway ranked 22nd and 23rd respectively. Interestingly, eight out of the top 10 positively enriched gene sets (gene sets preferentially associated with worse prognosis in older men compared with younger men) involved ion channels (Figures 3b  and d) .
We focused on the top negatively enriched gene set that contains proteasomal genes curated from Biocarta, given the existence of Food and Drug Administration approved proteasome inhibitors (bortezomib). We found that high expression of five (PSMB4, PSMB7, PSMD14, PSMB2 and PSMD11) out of the top six genes (Figure 4a ) were all associated with significantly worse 10-year metastatic rate in younger men, and the final gene PSMD6 showed the same trend with borderline significance (Figures 4c-h ). None of these six genes were prognostic in older men (data not shown). In addition, we found that high expression of three or more of any of these six proteasome genes could be combined into a classifier, which was also significantly prognostic in younger but not older men (Figure 4b ). On multivariable analysis (Table 2 ), high expression in three or more of the proteasome genes was significantly and strongly prognostic for 10-year metastasis rate even after taking into account clinical and pathologic variables such as Gleason and PSA as well as intercohort differences (odds ratio = 2.81, P = 0.00048). On KaplanMeier analysis in the pooled cohort, the proteasome classifier predicts metastasis-free survival in younger patients (Figure 4i ; hazard ratio = 1.8, P = 0.00036) but not in older patients (Figure 4j ; hazard ratio = 1.2, P = 0.22).
Proteasome inhibitors inhibit growth in cell lines derived from younger men The nomination of proteasomal genes as prognostic in younger but not older men was intriguing because bortezomib has undergone clinical trials in PCa. We subsequently characterized the in vitro response to bortezomib in three widely used PCa cell lines, PC3, LNCaP and VCAP ( Figure 5 ). We found that proliferation of all three cell lines were inhibited by low concentrations of bortezomib, with similar IC50s of 4.26 nM for PC3, 7.59 nM for LNCaP and 2.41 nM for VCAP, which are consistent with previously reported results. 27, 28 All of these cell lines were derived from patients age o65 (PC3: 62 years old, 29 LNCaP: 50 years old 30 and VCAP: 59 years old 31 ). To our knowledge, there are no PCa cell lines available from older patients.
DISCUSSION
Current understanding of the age-specific differences in PCa tumor biology is limited. Therefore, we performed the largest high-throughput gene expression profiling experiment in PCa to date on over a thousand clinical samples. We then used unbiased approaches to identify the most age-specific prognostic genes and characterized their biologic function.
Our findings suggest that there was no significantly higher risk for developing metastatic disease in older or younger men. Men o65 years of age had the same incidence of metastases 10 years post-treatment as men who were ⩾ 65 years old at the time of treatment. Although age was not prognostic for metastatic progression, the genes associated with metastatic disease differed drastically between younger and older patients. Of the top 1000 genes associated with metastases in young and older patients, only 178 of the 2000 identified genes overlapped between these two age groups, suggesting that a stark contrast may exist between the genomic predictors of metastasis in men o 65 and ⩾ 65 at time of treatment. Well-known PCa biomarkers such as TOP2A and MKI67 were unsurprisingly prognostic in all ages. Even though there was great distinction between the prognostic genes between the two age cohorts, overall, there was very little correlation with any individual gene and patient age. When we examined the individual genes that displayed the most age- (a) Venn diagram in the center of the panel displays the overlap in the top 1000 genes that were associated with metastatic progression across all four cohorts. 343 genes were downregulated (blue) and 479 genes were upregulated (yellow) only in metastatic patients age o65. 321 genes were downregulated (red) and 501 genes were upregulated (green) only in metastatic patients age ⩾65. 128 genes were upregulated (yellow-green) and 50 genes were downregulated (purple) in metastatic patients independent of age. The heat map on the left panel displays the expression of all 1000 genes prognostic in younger patients. The genes represented by the yellow bar are upregulated and the genes represented by the blue bar are downregulated in metastatic patients age o65. The heat map on the right panel displays the expression of all 1000 genes prognostic in older patients. The genes represented by the green bar are upregulated and the genes represented by the red bar are downregulated in metastatic patients age ⩾ 65. Hierarchical clustering in both age groups was able to stratify metastasis (the top bar above the heat maps). (b) Bar plot that compares the pooled Spearman's correlation coefficient of the expression of all genes versus age. The correlation coefficients ranged from − 0.13 to 0.12.
specific prognostic potential, biological clusters of ion channels, translation initiation and proteasomes were identified as the top positively and negatively enriched gene sets out of 45000 analyzed. The proteasome is a multi-subunit complex responsible for cellular protein degradation, and given that there is a Food and Drug Administration approved proteasomal inhibitor (bortezomib), we focused our remaining analysis on the proteasomal genes. Individual proteasomal genes were combined into a simple classifier that could predict metastatic progression only in younger men, even after accounting for PSA, Gleason and inter-cohort differences in a cohort-stratified pooled multivariate analysis. We show that bortezomib inhibits growth in three commonly used cell line models derived in patients under the age of 65. Although the exact mechanism for an age-specific role of proteasomes is unclear, there is a preponderance of evidence that the aging process reduces proteasomal activity in a wide range of tissues. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] It is possible that PCa in younger men, who have more proteasomal activity, remains dependent on proteasomes for essential cellular functions and so can be successfully targeted. In older men, cancer cells may have adapted to lower proteasomal activity, and thus are less affected by proteasomal inhibition. Our findings are of significant clinical relevance as several early-phase clinical trials have assessed the use of bortezomib in the treatment of PCa. In advanced hormone resistant PCa, bortezomib has been underwhelming to date. [38] [39] [40] [41] However, in our data, proteasomes were prognostic from the time of initial prostatectomy for development of future metastases in men o 65 years old, not at a metastatic stage. Bortezomib has only been assessed in PCa patients in an earlier disease state in very small clinical trials without evaluation of metastasis or survival as an end point but these trials suggest that treatment can change the PSA trajectory. 42, 43 These results with our current findings suggest that the use of botezomib for localized PCa in young men is an area worthy of further investigation.
Although our study was very large with over 1000 patients, it is based on retrospective data and therefore does not control for any unmeasured confounding factors. There are also potential batch effects from the multi-institutional and multi-cohort nature of our data, though we attempt to correct for this using the same clinical grade microarray platform for all samples, and by statistically correcting for this using REMs and stratification. Examining different age groups can also be confounded by increased comorbidities and lower survival in older patients, which we attempt to somewhat mitigate by focusing on metastatic progression. Finally, although cell lines present an easily studied in vitro model system for studying PCa, their biology may have diverged from their original in vivo phenotype during the immortalization process. As described above, there is also an absence of cell lines representing men who were diagnosed with PCa at an older age. This could represent a contributing factor to why therapies that look promising in cell line models fail to validate in clinical trials, which usually do not stratify by age. In summary, our data suggest that age alone is not prognostic for future development of metastatic disease in men with PCa treated with RP. However, there is a striking difference between the genomic correlates of metastatic progression in men o 65 and ⩾ 65 years of age. Notably, we identify proteasomes as a potential therapeutic target in localized PCa especially for men o65 years old. We believe our results support continued study of proteasome inhibitors in localized PCa in younger patients, and if these results are independently validated, we propose that future clinical trials should consider age stratification or selection. 
